
How can you help your child achieve to 
the very best of their ability?

Make revision 

stuff earlier

Do what works 
for you as an 

individual

Get focused in 
lessons, exams 

are not far 
away





Practical assessment all completed in the written 
examinations – relies on core practicals being 
recalled and applied

All papers must be the same tier for each GCSE

GCSE (9-1) Combined Science



Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4



Maths lessons are very important too!





Require concentration

A comfortable place to study 

Space for resources 

Food and water









Mis-read the question

Write nothing

Answer the wrong way 
describe rather than explain

Spend too much or too little time on one question

Ignore the graphs / tables / diagrams

Press the wrong buttons on my calculator

See a scary word and mentally run away from the 
whole question.



What Why



Excellent use of a 

diagram, don’t be 

restricted by the lines 

you still draw diagrams 

even on lined paper.



So if the odd word that you don’t understand gets in your way 

then cross it out and see if the question makes more sense after?



Passive to Active methods

Reading 

Taking notes

Mind maps / spider diagrams

Highlighting

Creating diagrams / images

Creating songs, rhymes, mnemonics

Answering questions (past papers)



Challenge: Create a rhyme or poem (song, dance, 
rap, story) that might help to remember the 
stages a process or practical:

• Measure the 

starting length

• Add a mass

• Measure the 

spring extension

• Repeat



Spider Diagrams / Mind Maps

Video clips  - internet keyword searches

Flash cards – condense the volume of information

Post-it notes – key words in places regularly visited

Glossary – Bingo or taboo

Diagrams → Lists

Processes → Flow diagrams

Read, Cover, Write, Check 
using tables of data, diagrams, facts, even own flash 
card

http://www.bbc.co.uk/scotland/brainsmart/memory/rememberinglists.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/scotland/brainsmart/memory/takeawalkinyourmind.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/scotland/brainsmart/memory/rememberinglists.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/scotland/brainsmart/memory/takeawalkinyourmind.shtml


It may have been done for you?



Hydrocarbon
Homozygous / Heterozygous
Kinetic



http://images.halloweencostumes.com/lifesize-poseable-skeleton-zoom.jpg
http://halofanon.wikia.com/wiki/File:Mark_II_Exoskeleton.jpg


http://www.sciencephoto.com/media/4690/enlarge


Read through the 

questions 

carefully twice 

and underline the 

key words.

What is the 

‘command’ word in the 

question?  What is it 

asking you to do?

Look at how many marks 

are available, use this to 

help plan your time and 

how many points you need 

to make.

For extended writing 

tasks remember;

P – Make a point

E – Evidence it

E – Explain it

L – Link it and sum up

Make sure you answer 

every question. Look on 

the last page, make sure 

you haven't turned over 

2 pages at once.

Try to use as much 

subject specific 

language as possible. 

Remember your 

glossary.

Take all your 

equipment with 

you. You will 

need a full 

pencil case and 

a calculator.
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